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BUREAU FINDS 1930 IS DOING WELL AS MEMBERSHIP YEAR

Every month in this office has been more pleasantly busy than the one before. As our pressure of work continues to increase the Bureau's membership has shown a steady increase. The Bureau's best month was March, which averaged 5,500 new members a month. The average for April is approximately 4,000. This month the number of new members has been in excess of 5,000. The figures for May have not been as high, but the trend is definitely upward.

LAWS PROTECT GERMAN WORKMEN AGAINST LAY-OFFS

The Farm Bureau's Protective service is an important feature of the organization. It is designed to protect the interests of its members. The service includes advising members on how to obtain better wages and working conditions. It is also designed to protect the members against layoffs.

BUREAU SERVICES PREFERRED STOCK ISSUE OFFERED

To Get Additional Working Capital, Will Pay 7 Per Cent.

The Bureau is offering preferred stock in order to raise additional working capital. The stock will pay 7 per cent per annum. The offering is limited to 100,000 shares of $100 each. The stock is expected to be sold by the middle of this month. The Bureau has been experiencing a great increase in its work and requires additional capital to meet the increasing demands.

LAWS TO PROTECT ANIMALS FROM LAY-OFFS

The Farm Bureau's Protective service includes advising members on how to obtain better working conditions. It is also designed to protect the members against layoffs. The service includes advising members on how to obtain better wages and working conditions. It is also designed to protect the members against layoffs.

BUREAU OFFERS FOURTH OF INCOME TAX SERIES

Good State Income Tax Needs U.S. Help

By R. WAYNE NEWTON

Director of Taxation, Michigan State Farm Bureau

I do not know what to expect in the way of Federal income tax legislation. Whether there will be a new system or whether it will be a continuation of the old system, I do not know. But I do know that there is a lot of sympathy in the Congress for something in the nature of a federal income tax.

The Farm Bureau's Protective service includes advising members on how to obtain better working conditions. It is also designed to protect the members against layoffs. The service includes advising members on how to obtain better wages and working conditions. It is also designed to protect the members against layoffs.

BUREAU OF THE UNITED STATES TREASURY
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Editorials

OUR RE-APPOINTMENT QUESTION WAS ANSWERED IN 1817

The revolution in Detroit and Grand Rapids of a petition calling for the constitutional convention, in order to put the state's representation in the state legislature to base strictly upon population, rather than an equal number of representatives, led to fairness, equity, Americanism, and all other chịdristics of contemporary appeal, including promises of tax relief.

Beyond a doubt the most of the petitioners of this petition feel that they have achieved a low against taxation with representation, and that they stand unmoved by谣言ed by the father of our country. However, congressional ballots fall into precisely this same category, just as some headlines in the press fail to provide a full record of contemporary news.

The President of the Republic believes in the best taxation without representation was silly, this is a far cry from preventing that fact. The idea of equal representation across acceptable populations.

As a matter of fact, the Committee's supposed to the Constitutional Convention entered around this subject, and there are many more lines of self-interest. The three largest states demanded representation in the Senate. The California law declared that each State should have an equal seat, with equal vote, regardless of population.

There were occasions of which it appears probable that the Convention would be incredibly split upon this issue and to have theirs in the disposition of the greater... With the idea of fairness and equity, Americanism, and all other characteristics of contemporary appeal, including promises of tax relief.

THE furniture of the Canal... and in a car this weather. You may... for that fact. The idea of equal representation across acceptable populations is feasible.

We can see this was done to grant without discrimination that many of the trustees advanced in favor of a change from the present

market of selling Michigan legacies as well formed. But they are perfectly well aware that the baby movement is now manifest, because it gives too much to the state to out state people, as is claimed, the newly proposed by... that the water would be too large a portion of control into a few counties. The present proposed at least would be too large to the state to out state people, as is claimed, the newly proposed by... that the water would be too large a portion of control into a few counties.
Cucumber Beetles

The three species of cucumber beetles are: the melon cucumber, melon and cucumbers, and the striped cucumber. "Little fellows" for their small size and for their ability to do so much damage. Their four flat, oval shaped, black and yellow striped bodies are about 0.06 inch long. Their legs are rather short, their antennae are long and feelers, like those of a mosquito.

These beetles are most active during the spring and summer months and can be found on a wide variety of plants, including cucumbers, melons, squashes, and gourds. They feed on the leaves and stems of these plants, and can cause significant damage if left unchecked.

Cucumber beetles are difficult to control because they are small and can quickly reproduce. They are also able to overwinter in the soil, which means they can emerge early in the spring to start feeding on plants.

The best way to control cucumber beetles is to use a combination of cultural practices and insecticides. Cultural practices include planting crops like beans and peppers, which do not attract cucumber beetles, and rotating crops to avoid re-infesting the same area. Insecticides can be used, but should be applied carefully to avoid harming beneficial insects.

READER: 

I am planning to start a garden this spring and want to know how to control cucumber beetles. Can you provide some advice?

AGRICULTURAL ADVISOR: 

Certainly! Here are some steps you can take to control cucumber beetles:

1. Plant resistant varieties: Some cucumber varieties are naturally resistant to cucumber beetles. Look for varieties labeled as "resistant" or "very resistant" to cucumber beetles.

2. Rotate crops: Planting crops like beans and peppers, which do not attract cucumber beetles, can help reduce the number of beetles in your garden.

3. Use row covers: Row covers can be used to protect young plants from damage by cucumber beetles. Be sure to remove the covers as soon as the plants are mature.

4. Handpick beetles: If you see cucumber beetles on your plants, you can handpick them and dispose of them in a bucket of soapy water.

5. Use insecticides: Insecticides can be used to control cucumber beetles, but should be applied carefully to avoid harming beneficial insects. Use a product labeled for cucumbers and follow the instructions carefully.

Remember, the best way to control cucumber beetles is to use a combination of cultural practices and insecticides. Good luck with your garden!
SEVERE SHOCKS LURK IN SOME A C RADIO SETS
Utility Bureau Warns Of Danger in Working On Sets

Recent electric shocks suffered by men working on radio sets have been attributed to carelessness in handling AC apparatus. When AC apparatus is kept in a state of overwork, the probability of shocks increases.

The recent death of a radio owner who was electrocuted is held to be another instance where the public should be on guard against the danger of working with the apparatus. The man was charged with negligence.

The utility bureau has issued a warning to the public against the danger of working on AC apparatus. The bureau said that recent incidents have shown that there are dangers in handling AC apparatus.

The utility bureau has also issued a warning to the public against the danger of working on AC apparatus. The bureau said that recent incidents have shown that there are dangers in handling AC apparatus.

Bureau Offers Fourth Income Tax Article

The fourth article written by Michigan's own income tax experts will be published in the next issue. The article will deal with the various aspects of income tax, and will be of great interest to the public.

The fourth article written by Michigan's own income tax experts will be published in the next issue. The article will deal with the various aspects of income tax, and will be of great interest to the public.

Freight Bills on Farm Shipment

The traffic department of the Michigan Farm Bureau will charge the shippers for any freight bills on farm shipments. The charge will be made to the shipper, and will be based on the size of the shipment.

The traffic department of the Michigan Farm Bureau will charge the shippers for any freight bills on farm shipments. The charge will be made to the shipper, and will be based on the size of the shipment.

Masonic County Bureau

To Picnic July 4th

The Masonic County Bureau is planning a picnic for July 4th. The picnic will be held at a location to be announced later.

The Masonic County Bureau is planning a picnic for July 4th. The picnic will be held at a location to be announced later.

SAFETY BULL PULP IS LIFE INSURANCE

College Says Teen Men Can Build Boat in Day, Cleary

E. K. S. YOUNG, Saint Mary's

The use of safety bull pulp will pay for itself in a short time. A recent study by the College of Saint Mary's showed that safety bull pulp is an excellent investment.

The use of safety bull pulp will pay for itself in a short time. A recent study by the College of Saint Mary's showed that safety bull pulp is an excellent investment.

Fertilizer Dividends

Fertilizer dividends paid to farmers will increase the value of their crops. The increased value of the crops will be reflected in the increased value of the farms.

Fertilizer dividends paid to farmers will increase the value of their crops. The increased value of the crops will be reflected in the increased value of the farms.

Look State Mutual Fire Insurance Co. of Michigan

Michigan State Farm Bureau

Order Binder Twine Now!

The demand for Michigan State Institute Binder Twine is increasing. The institute is now supplying the demand, and it is expected that the supply will continue to increase.

The demand for Michigan State Institute Binder Twine is increasing. The institute is now supplying the demand, and it is expected that the supply will continue to increase.

WANTED, LIVE POULTRY, EGGS

For sale in lots of two or more. By freight or exchange. Also new tops. White or mixed. Shipment from Michigan. Do not answer unless you are sure.
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For sale in lots of two or more. By freight or exchange. Also new tops. White or mixed. Shipment from Michigan. Do not answer unless you are sure.

A Good Buy! Registered Utah Grimm

Grimm alfalfa in Michigan, according to Prof. Howard Radler of the Crop Department, Michigan State College, is the best variety for Michigan conditions. The variety is sure to produce a good yield in the first year, as its roots can be planted in the fall, and it is expected to produce a good yield in the second year.

Grimm alfalfa in Michigan, according to Prof. Howard Radler of the Crop Department, Michigan State College, is the best variety for Michigan conditions. The variety is sure to produce a good yield in the first year, as its roots can be planted in the fall, and it is expected to produce a good yield in the second year.

Now—50,000 Policies

We specialize in live poultry, eg£.s and veal. Used egg cases and eggs are free. We buy cases. We have a good stock of cases and eggs.

We specialize in live poultry, eg£.s and veal. Used egg cases and eggs are free. We buy cases. We have a good stock of cases and eggs.

Atacide, a chlorate compound, is the safe, certain weed killer. Not poisonous, explosive or combustible, it is the best of all herbicides. The safe, certain weed killer. Not poisonous, explosive or combustible, it is the best of all herbicides.
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